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ABSTRACT

Mechanical harvesting of sugar beet is not widely spread in Egypt, manual
harvesting is a tedious and exhaustive job especiany in the newly reclaimed land.
The objective of this paper is to build and develop a simple liable and sugar beet
harvester unit for small farms. The study is divided into two parts. The first is the
theoretical study to determine the forces affecting on the lifting share during
harvesting operation, and to find the mathematical relations of the forces affecting the
beet 1ir.:"1g and damage. llle second is \:1e experimental field which, conducting
under three forward speeds, three digging angles ai1d three blade widths.

The theoretical study showed that both the horizontal "HF" and the vertical "VF"
forces were gradually increased with both of tilt angle and share width. It also
revealed that the effect of tilt angle was greater than the effect of share width on the
horizontal force while their effect on the vertical force was almost the same. The field
experiment was coincident with the theoretical study. Which,' at tilt angle, "23cm"
share width and "3.5kmlh" forward speed the share gave "98.5 %" of the beet lifting
efficiency. Also the lowest percentage of beet damage was obtained at the above
conditions but when the share width was "21cm" the share width of "23cm" is not
recommended to be used with the developed share because of its irregular effect.

INTRODUCTION

Over 4070 of the world sugar production is produced from auger beet.
In Egypt, the importance of this crop as a source of sugar Is increasing to
meet the increasing consumption of sugar by Egyptian population. Therefore
it is noticed that the cultivated area by such crop in Egypt is increased from
6000 fedd. in 1981, to 128000 fedd. in 1999 (Agric. Rec. Center 2000).

Because beet grows under different soils and climates, the roots and
the tops develop differently in different areas, making it difficult to adapt
machines to the various types of growth, soil and weed conditions. In Egypt,
mechanical harvesting of beet is still not used to an appreciabie extent. On
the other hand, manual harvesting is so tedious and exhaustive job
particularly in the newly reclaimed land where the scarcity of labors exist.
Manual harvesting of beet required 5.2 manh/ton (Ade et aI., 1979).
Comparing mechanical harvesting with manual method, the results showed
that mechanical harvesting reduced the needs of man power by 72.7% as
reported by Maughan (1982). Allam (1984) found that the harvesting of one
ton of beets required about 16-20 man power hour. This means that 320-400
man power hour were needed to produce about 20 ton of -beet per feddan.

Beet harvesters mc:y be either tructor-mounted, trailed behind the
tractor and/or self-propelled. Harvesting operation performed in several
steps (Kepner et aI., 1978) as follows; removing vegetative top portion at the
desired height, appropriate disposition of the tops to prevent interference
with the other steps, loosening and lifting the beets from the soil, and


























